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Comments: I have recently reviewed the released Nez Perce-Clearwater Forest Plan Revision Draft

Environmental Impact Statement and Draft Revised Forest Plan. None of the alternatives presented reflect the

management I would like to see implemented for the Hoodoo Roadless Area. Please accept these comments

into the formal record. 

 

 

 

while the intent to open up wilderness to other groups, we feel your actual intent is money. Either you are

receiving money from groups pushing this or commercial entities wanting access. This is the wilderness not a

policed managed are playground,, as a trail rider we expect no assistance we are roughing it. The outfitters are

taking unskilled groups on horse/mules. To add motorized vehicles on these 1 to 2 foot trails is ridiculous.. it

won't be a biker hurt when they come barreling down a mountain and surprise a group.  Critters will be going

everywhere to get away from the evil thing. Next whats next widening the trail to accommodate wheelchairs or

buses.. stop let the wilderness stay wild as possible.. we interfere with nature enough keep this land untouched. I

know some will state we have as much right as outfitters to see the wilderness but really is that their intent to

preserve the area or take over. Why does the government have to interfere with something that works.. or you

going to take over reservations next for cycles

 

Stop just stop 

 

 

 

Outfitter took out 6 pack mukes 6 customers.. back packers clueless of trail etiquette heard us or saw us before

we saw them,, backpackers decided to hide behind trees leaving backpacks on the ground.  Horses and mukes

knew something was in the trees and didn't like the bags just on the path. We had to get off holler for the goofball

to step ot, get their bags, the old outfitters were prepare to shoot.. we didn't know what happened.. where they

were or if they were going to do something intentionally..  so backpackers are atheist a bit noisy.. ebikes are not

and go 20plus mph. 

 

 

 

keep it wilderness to gas or electric powered tools or vehicles 

 

 

 

no,, walk in its wilderness,, be tough and such it up buttercups 

 

 

 

all rivers, creeks 

 

 

 

na 

 

 



 

I think they do a great job fighting ignorance of the public and private enterprise.. and dealing with the illogical

government manag


